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5 WAYS COACHING
INCREASES
PROFITABILITY
FOR AGENTS WHO WIN
How to profit MORE from the coaching you GET…
PLUS see how the coaching you give to your clients
and your staff could be clearer and more effective.

A 60-Minute Interactive Workshop
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WELCOME TO THE WORKSHOP
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• You are here because you desire MORE from the Coaching in your life. Both the
Coaching you GET and the Coaching you provide to others.
• You may be looking for more Clarity & Focus in your work.
• You may be looking for more Ease in your work.
• You also may be looking for more PROFIT in your work.
• And you are probably also looking for a little more of that feeling that comes from
truly ENJOYING the blessing your work is in your life-journey.

LOGISTICS
This is a workshop, not a webinar.
You will be participating with various partners
throughout the next 90 minutes together.
It’s unlikely you can multitask and do this
workshop so don’t try to.

If you did not
understand and cannot
commit to that, please
feel free to reschedule
for our next workshop…
or stay for as long as
you can, and just let us
know before you go.
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WHAT IS A COACH?
A coach is someone who helps others:

• See that they have things to contribute. In their own lives and the lives of those they care about.
• See life as a hero’s journey with all the obstacles and breakthroughs, adventures and successes,
starts and stops and changes in plans. Things that all good journeys have.
• Discover what has meaning and purpose for them in their lives.
• Supports them in both discovering their core strengths and values, as well as learning how to
use those strengths and values to maximize their success.
• Create goals that are worth playing for including the small sweet steps it takes to get there and
accountability to do the things they promise themselves they will do.
• Reach those important goals with clarity, focus, ease, and grace. And helps create new goals for
the next chapter in their journey.
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LET’S DO A PRACTICE BREAKOUT

Thinking about the definition of a Coach, discuss with your partner:

Who has Coached me in the past?
What benefit did I get?
Do this quick…you each have just 30 seconds. If you complete early,
or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and come
back to the main room where I will be there to discuss.
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WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?
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Samples - Who has Coached
me in the Past:
• My 3rd Grade Teacher
• My Martial Arts Coach
• A YCM Coach
• Coach Jeannie H.

What Benefit Did I get:
• She believed in my unlimited potential. She saw me as
special.
• They saw I could do more and supported me to do it.
• Kept reminding me of my goal and plan to get there
despite the stuff that comes up and I doubled my business
in 3 years.
• Got me past what I saw as limits and I did more than I
ever imagined in terms of income and life experiences.
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QUICK BREAKOUT #2
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Thinking about the definition of a Coach, discuss with your partner:
Who is Coaching me now? What benefit am I getting?
You each have 1 minute. I will give a warning. If you complete early,
or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and come
back to the main room where I will be there to discuss.
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WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?

Sample - Who is Coaching me Now:
• Your Coaching Matters
• Fred Rogers
• Owner/Broker

What Benefit Do I get:
• Consistency in looking, seeing and telling the truth
about what I am doing and am not doing.
• I am being coached in Kindness and Gentleness.

• No one!

• Meet with me each week to focus on me and my
business.

• Husband/Wife (can’t be coached
by family)

• Not getting a benefit since I don’t have a Coach…
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LAST QUICK BREAKOUT
SO YOU HAVE THE HANG OF IT!

Thinking about the definition of a Coach, discuss with your partner:
Who am I Coaching? Just one person or type of person.
What benefit do they get?
You each have 1 minute. I will give a warning. If you complete early,
or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and come
back to the main room where I will be there to discuss.
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Sample - Who I am Coaching:

What Benefit do They get:

• Sellers

• The truth, even when they don’t want to hear it because I am a
professional.

• Buyers
• RE attorney/Lender/Vendors
• Co-op Agents
• Database of Past Clients/SOI

• Support when their normal negativity bias and monkey mind
comes up.
• Professionalism and an Example of how we can do this business
better!
• Coaching on not just statistics in the RE Market but what they
mean in the big picture from the perspective of the professional.

#1 WAY TO PROFIT
MORE FROM
COACHING YOU GET
OR GIVE

UNDERSTAND
PROFIT
CLEARLY
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PROFIT
DEFINED
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WHERE IS YOUR
ATTENTION?
ON COST…
OR
PROFITABILITY?

WHAT IF WE COULD
TRAIN YOUR BRAIN TO
FOCUS ON PROFIT
ALL THE TIME
Let’s look at some examples of things
that “cost” not ONLY in “Money
Energy” but in OTHER energies:
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ENERGY COSTS – But what is the PROFIT?:
• That New Lead Generation Auto-Lead System. Is there a cost? What
is the profit?
• Exercise/Health. Is there a cost? What is the profit?
• Business Planning Time. Is there a cost? What is the profit?
• Pricing a Property too high/too low. Is there a cost? What is the
profit?
• Going to School. Cost? What is the profit?
• Vacations/Down-time. Is there a cost? What is the profit?
• Creating Systems. Is there a cost? What is the profit?

THE 6
ENERGIES
TIME
MONEY
ENJOYMENT
RELATIONSHIP
PHYSICAL VITALITY
CREATIVITY

• Coaching. Is there a cost? What is the profit?
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Profiting from ALL 6 Energies

Profiting from the Energy of Time you Spend on
Purpose

Profiting Joyously from the Energy of Enjoyment

Instead of Time that seems to spend YOU

Instead of experiencing enjoyment as something we
don’t deserve

Profiting from the Energy of your Physical Vitality

Profiting from the Energy of Creativity

Instead of feeling drained or ill

Used in Coherent ways versus Incoherent ways

Profiting from the Energy of Relationships in our
lives

And finally, Profiting from the Energy of Money

Relationships that expand in so many profitable
ways

Investing Money into our Dreams and having those
Dreams turn into real money we can spend and save and
live on for the rest of our lives!
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SUCCESS

• Profit requires we have Success.
• Would you agree that if you are Successful, you are profiting in
some way? Yet, too many of us don’t know how to tell if we
are successful. If we don’t “feel” successful, were we?
• Good news. There is a simple definition that works 100% every
single time.
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Success is
DOING what you said you would do,
Consistently
With Clarity, Focus, Ease, and Grace.
~ Dr. Maria Nemeth

Your Success is determined 100% by:
1. Saying what it is you are willing to do
2.Doing it consistently
3.Doing it with clarity of purpose
4.Doing it with focus despite distractions
5.Doing it with ease (which doesn’t mean it’s eaSY)
6.Doing with a sense of gratitude for the opportunity
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Let’s practice Success – Are you willing to read the definition of Success out loud?
If you say you will do it, and you do it. You are successful. Let’s try it.

PROFIT from Clarity comes from Saying out loud the Actions we create to support our Purpose...
Rather than Random Actions… This starts with becoming CLEAR about who we really are and
what is important in our lives. We create this in Visionary Realty and can do it using the Life
Intentions Inventory Tool.
PROFIT from Focus comes from taking those Actions we created above TO THE EXCLUSION of
the distractions that come up constantly. Physical Reality is full of unpredictability. Nevertheless,
when we are truly FOCUSED, nothing gets in the way for long. We keep coming back to the
Action we committed to taking.
PROFIT from EASE comes from seeing progress along WITH the normal dance of 2 steps
forward, one step back. 3 steps forward 4 steps back. It sees the journey as it is. Not a straight
line. But a winding one that even loops upon itself from time to time. BEING with that journey
and training our brain to see it with Ease as normal… vs Angst or Struggle. All the time moving
back toward the path of our journey.
Being aware of and grateful for the blessings here all around us invites PROFIT from GRACE.
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LET’S DO ANOTHER QUICK BREAKOUT
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Discuss with your partner:
What do I want to profit MOST in?
You each have 1 minute. I will give a warning. If you
complete early, or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your
breakout room and come back to the main room where I
will be there to discuss.
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WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?

What I want to Profit Most in is:
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COACHING – AN EXPENSE
OR A PROFIT CENTER?

• We pay for Coaching in money and time and creativity. We may also pay in
relationships developed and maintained. We may even pay in enjoyment and even
physical vitality.
• When we GIVE Coaching, others pay us.
• Coaching is a two-way street. We are all constantly being Coached and Coaching
others.
• What we want and those we Coach want… is for those costs to paid off with
profitability. Are you willing to FOCUS on that profitability in your Coaching? Great.
That is the #1 Way your Coaching can Increase your Profitability.

#2 WAY TO
PROFIT MORE
FROM
COACHING

FOCUS - Coaching teaches
you to focus
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HOW MANY OF YOU HAVE A GREAT IDEA AND YOU
LOSE FOCUS NEVER FOLLOWING THROUGH?

When you DECIDE to focus on PROFIT and you hire
someone to support you, a great coach WILL support
you and remind you of what you said you wanted to do.
They will remind you of the conclusion you
said you wanted to focus on. That increases your
profitability.

2 QUESTIONS

Then DECIDE if the Profit is worth
the Cost and 100% FOCUS on the
PROFIT

What is the cost

“Decide” Defined

in terms of ENERGY?

“De” means to separate
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And
What is the
PROFIT?

“-Cide” means to kill off (homicide, pesticide, suicide)
To decide means literally to Kill Off All Other
Options.
When we make decisions based on the answers to the two
questions, we decide with Clarity.
And we KILL OFF any other options. We 100% FOCUS on
Profit to the EXCLUSION of anything else. It is possible.
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FOCUSING
ON PROFIT
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WHY IS
FOCUS SO
IMPORTANT?
Where We Put Our Focus Is
LITTERALLY What We See!

Despite What Else Might Be
There Going on and
Distracting Us
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QUICK BREAKOUT

Discuss with your partner:
What did I learn from this section on Focus?
You each have 1 minute. I will give a warning. If you
complete early, or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your
breakout room and come back to the main room where I
will be there to discuss.
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What I Learned from this Section on Focus is:

#3 WAY TO
PROFIT MORE
FROM YOUR
COACHING

Determine the outcome you
want from Coaching as
clearly as you can and with
your Coach Create Specific
Actions to start and keep
moving forward – Step by
Step by Step
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ONCE YOU HAVE DETERMINED WHAT YOU WANT,
IT’S TIME TO START THE PLAN TO GET THERE

• By taking the time to create a plan for what you want – Not yet ALL
the Actions for the plan, just the start and finish.
• # 3 way for Coaching to increase Profit is to FULLY vision
it and FULLY create the plan to kick it off
• Only the START – the one step to take next…. and the
END- the completed vision when it’s done - needs to be
clear.
• Let me give you a real-life example.
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IN 1996-97 MIKE AND I DECIDED WE WANTED
TO EARN $1,000,000 IN ONE YEAR
• So we sat down and worked out what it would take. We didn’t work on actions yet. Just told the truth
about where we WERE NOW and where we WANTED TO BE at $1M income!
• We calculated improving slowly our average sales price, our average commission with a higher %
• We looked at how we could increase our income per closing with a transaction fee
• We looked at how many more people we would need to be contacting a year & how to improve our
closing ratio on presentations to signed contracts… on signed contracts to closed transactions.
• We talked about how many closings it would take in the end & filled in a reasonable amount of
increase each year to get there with a reasonable increase per year - nothing drastic.
• We looked at where we were… & how many years it would take improving each above a bit each year
until we SAW it clearly
• And ONLY THEN we created a plan for the FIRST STEP of the big picture

And we ALMOST got there in just 2 years…

Our Next Goal was to PROFIT $1M and that took just another few years
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EXTRA TIP: HOW TO PROFIT MORE FROM COACHING
SESSIONS
True Coaching Results in Action.
If Action is not taken, Coaching did not occur.
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• Get 100% clear on each Session what are TASKS to be done (often labeled Actions) and what is the ONE
Most Authentic Action you will take before your next session. It should be a Small Sweet Step.
Almost an UNDER PROMISE that is a NO-BRAINER to do so easy you cannot fail.
• Make that item a RESULT, not the effort/time it will take. Example: I will exercise for 5 minutes vs
I will do 15 push ups. Or I will talk to 5 people vs I will dial 25 numbers. Which of these are results?
• Get support. Who will support you in taking this action and how? State it clearly.
• Take the Authentic Action no matter what it takes. If it takes an all-nighter, do it. If it takes
getting support from your Coach or someone else, ask for it. If it takes working all weekend, then give it
your ALL. Do NOT wait for “inspiration” simply do what you said you would do. Period.
• CELEBRATE the smallest of steps forward! This will LAUNCH you to the next step! We
are NOT looking for perfection. We are looking for PROGRESS.

Fully
systematized
functioning
small business
that can… or
almost can…
run without us.
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Start
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LET’S DO A BREAKOUT – WHAT ARE SOME
AUTHENTIC ACTIONS COULD YOU COME UP WITH
• Discuss with your partner in the breakout:
What ONE Authentic Action could I take.
Remember: Small
You have 2 minutes. I will give a warning. If you complete early,
or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and
come back to the main room and I will chat with you.

WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?
• Authentic Actions I could Promise:
-- Make a minimum of 2 quality contacts a day with people I don’t know
-- Write down the System I want to complete next
-- Write down ONE minimum standard

Get in or Get out

#4 WAY TO
PROFIT MORE
FROM COACHING

Be TRULY willing to accept
Coaching and IMMERSE
YOURSELF IN IT
or recognize
You are not Truly ready
for real change.
Either way, you win

Ask yourself:

• Am I willing to VISION with my COACH and get CLEAR about who I am here to be at this point in
my life?
• Am I willing to commit to ONE Authentic Action that will move me forward?
• Am I willing to Take the Action with EASE . Ease is created by:
1. Taking SMALL SWEET STEPS
2. Getting Support
3. Focusing on the Result, not the effort.
4. Celebrating Each Step.
• Am I willing to LOOK at what I am doing or not doing using the Tools** my Coach provides.
•

Am I willing to SEE what is there for me to see, even if I don’t want to?

•

Am I willing to TELL THE TRUTH about the facts of the matter without thoughts, beliefs or
opinions getting in the way of seeing what is mine to see clearly?

• Am I then willing to create and TAKE the NEXT Authentic Action?
• Am I willing to commit 100% and DO WHAT IT TAKES NO MATTER WHAT IT TAKES?

**ONE OF THE TOOLS YOU CAN USE TO LOOK, SEE
AND TELL THE TRUTH - THE FOUR BOX MODEL

The Four-Box Model
How the brain works
1.Our brain is wired to create conclusions. It’s what has kept us safe. A conclusion is a mental model, a way of making sense of our world. This kept us
safe in prehistoric times, by helping us quickly spot danger and figure out how to escape it.
2.The conclusions we focus upon stimulate the brain to gather evidence that will only support that conclusion. This aspect of the brain is like a search
engine that gives evidence in order to prove that the conclusion is correct. It isn’t interested in proving that the conclusion is “incorrect,” since that isn’t
efficient. This can, at times, create a picture that, although limited, is nevertheless biased toward survival.
3.The evidence we focus upon informs how we behave. Our behavior naturally and reliably reflects the evidence we are currently paying attention to —
it’s a stimulus-response situation over which we have no control.
4.How we behave sets the stage for how others behave around us. We have evolved as social animals and are attuned to verbal and/or nonverbal cues in
other people. We “know,” for example, if someone is happy to see us (or not!). And these cues affect our behavior, much like in #3 above.
5.When we see others behaving around us in a particular way, it confirms our original conclusion about them. This creates a “loop” over which we have
no control.

However, all is not lost!
Your true point of power is where you focus your brain. If you want to change your
behavior, don't concentrate on the behavior itself.
Instead, shift the focus of your attention to a conclusion that interests you. For
example, look at what conclusion someone you admire might have about the
situation, circumstance, or other people. Your behavior will naturally and effortlessly
shift to conform to the new evidence that this conclusion generates.

LET’S DO A BREAKOUT – LOOKING AT BOX 2 –
WHAT EVIDENCE MIGHT I BE GATHERING ABOUT
COACHING?
• Discuss with your randomly assigned partner:
What evidence am I gathering about Coaching and
what Conclusion does that evidence support?
• You each have 2 minutes. I will give a warning. If you complete
early, or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room
and come back to the main room and I will chat with you.

WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?
• Evidence I’ve been Gathering:

• What conclusion this supports:

LET ME INTRODUCE YOU TO FEW COACHING
CLIENTS
• John Doe

• Mary James

First year in the biz hired a Coach. The
following year was first full calendar year and
became Rookie of the Year out of over 100
other agents. Fast forward 7 years.

Was in biz for 4 years before hiring a coach
and felt could not do any more than 20-24 a
year. That was the max working 7 days a week.
No life.

Will hit over 100 sales in 2020 with ease after
building to 90 in 2019.

Year one with a Coach she was EXTREMELY
COACHABLE and doubled her business… and
took a vacation. She and the team she built
now do 100-140 closings a year regularly and
she takes a lot MORE vacations.

LET’S DO ANOTHER BREAKOUT – LOOKING AT BOX 1 –
WHAT CONCLUSION MIGHT I BE MORE INTERESTED IN
THAT WILL SERVE ME BETTER IN TERMS OF PROFITING IN
MY BUSINESS?
• Discuss with your randomly assigned partner:
What Conclusion about Coaching might better serve me?
Am I willing to look for evidence of that? How might I
behave if I truly FOCUSED on that Conclusion? How might
others show up around me in that scenario?
• You each have 3 minutes. I will give a warning. If you complete
early, or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and
come back to the main room and I will chat with you.

WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?
• What conclusion might I be more
interested in that serves me better:

• How might I and others show up
when I focus on that conclusion
instead:

#5 WAY TO
PROFIT MORE
FROM
COACHING

Choose ONE Coach…. And
Accept as much as you can
afford in the 6 energies.
When you can afford
more, move up a notch.

BECOME WILLING

Be daring
Take a risk
Commit to SOMETHING

• Check out Coaching by talking to actual clients IN IT. If you HAVE a Coach talk to 3 other Coaching Clients. What
could you SEE that you aren’t seeing now? ASK OTHER PEERS!
• It’s OK to start with FREE. If free, take as much as you can get for free. For YCM, that includes; Monday News you can Use, Lead a
Day Club, and communication via https://www.facebook.com/groups/CoachingMatters/ SCHEDULE time to work those 3 things each
week. They are FREE.
•

When you KNOW, move up. Take a RISK. For YCM that could mean as little as $89/month, and get a WHOLE lot more
including 3 calls a week and our Patented Numbers Tracker. https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/gcm

• If you can afford only 1-3 private calls a month, take that. And when you can afford more, move up to the MAX offered for
the MAX result.
If you are GIVING Coaching, you want to offer Levels too
Examples:
• Let’s just meet, no cost/obligation or pressure (coffee date, not engagement)
• Would you allow me to _____ next, now that we know each other.
• May I interview for the job? (now that you EARNED that right)

LET’S LOOK AT ANOTHER TOOL TO
SHOW YOU WHAT I KNOW ABOUT
YOU AND YOU COULD CHOOSE TO
KNOW ABOUT OTHERS
BE READY… THIS TOOL COULD
CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Maria Nemeth says the Key to supporting
others is not so much about what we do or
say, but how we see others as we interact
with them. This tool is about how we
interact with others to EMPOWER them.
It’s called the Green Lens.

THE RED
LENS

THE GREEN
LENS

LET’S DO A BREAKOUT – 2 THINGS: PRACTICE THE
GREEN LENS AND DISCUSS WHAT LEVEL OF
COACHING YOU ARE WILLING TO ACCEPT IN YOUR
LIFE RIGHT NOW:
• Discuss with your randomly assigned partner:
1.

Thinking of just ONE person in my life (pick someone easy)
Can I successfully go through the 5 elements of the Green
Lens with that person in mind?

2. What Level of Coaching am I willing to accept at this time?
You each have 3 minutes. I will give a warning. If you complete early, or if
your partner doesn’t talk, leave your breakout room and come back to the
main room and I will chat with you.

WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER?
• Were you able to Practice the Green Lens with
Ease? What questions do you have? Can you
imagine seeing it being used with someone a bit
more difficult to imagine using it with?
• What level are you willing to accept Coaching in
your life at this time?

• Are you willing to discuss BOTH of these with a
Professional Coach by scheduling a 25 minute call?
https://TalkToDonnaOrMike.as.me/
Our paid services range from $49/month to
$997/month at the top current end. We personally
invest 10% of our income on Coaching and Training
for ourselves and our team.
If you invested even 5% on you and yours,
how much would that be?
Is it worth it if you Profited at 4+X the investment?

How to KNOW if Your Coaching is Profitable
•

Coaching Sessions literally support you/them to take Actions that make more income than
you spend on the service.

•

Coaching results in an overall Profit increase, even if total income did not.

•

Coaching causes Profit in other ways such as:
•

More Ease that is a profitable trade over the cost of Coaching

•

More time off to enjoy other life intentions

•

Having better control of systems that create more income & profit & ease

•

Someone to bounce ideas off of that helps avoid or eliminate quickly costly mistakes.

•

More is accomplished with less effort as a result.

•

Coaching results in introductions that cause more profitability and make your life better
that is worth more than the cost of Coaching. (Like prepping your business to sell it or connecting you with
peers)

LET’S DO A BREAKOUT – I WILL LIST THE WAYS IN
THE BREAKOUT ROOM CHAT OR SCREENSHOT NOW
• Discuss with your partner and write down your answers.
Which am I most interested in focusing on this year?
• You have 1-2 minutes each. I will give a warning. If you
complete early, or if your partner doesn’t talk, leave your
breakout room and come back to the main room.

1.

Profiting from Actions that make more income than you spend.

2. Overall Profit increase, even if income did not increase

WHICH OF
THESE WERE
YOU MOST
INTERESTED
IN WORKING
ON?

3. More Ease that is a profitable trade over the cost of Coaching
4. More time off to enjoy other life intentions
5. Having better control of systems that create more income & profit
& ease
6. Someone to bounce ideas off that helps avoid/ eliminate quickly
costly mistakes.
7. More Income/Profit with less effort
8. Profitable Introductions
9. Other? Did anyone think of something else?

IF YOU LEARNED SOMETHING ABOUT HOW TO
MAKE YOUR COACHING MORE PROFITABLE TODAY
WE DID WHAT WE WANTED TO
What one thing from today sticks out for you? Please put in the chat or say it out
loud.

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING… ABOUT THAT $5
• I said if you attended this and found value, I’d send an invoice for $5 and you
could choose to pay it or not. We will do that because what we do IS valuable
and IS how we earn a living. YOU choose how valuable it was to you today.
It will be a PayPal Link and you CHOOSE if this was profitable for the cost...
• De-Cide. No guilt. No worry. It either was, or it wasn’t. Watch for the email.
• I will be refining and repeating this workshop and would like your feedback
with recommended additions and subtractions. Too long? Too short? Better
as a series? What worked, what didn’t? This is brand new and I WELCOME
your honest opinion. It is important! Feedback@YourCoachingMatters.com

